Based on the acclaimed Van Gogh exhibit at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers

No Contest - Speaker of the House, Thomas P. “Tip” O’Neill, drops by Cheers. Meanwhile, Sam enters a photo of Diane in the annual Miss Boston Barmaid contest to be held at the pub, setting off a chain of unexpected events.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers

Pick A Con, Any Con - When Sam learns the unwitting Coach is being hustled by his “pal,” he plots to con the con-artist by staking Harry the flimflam man in a “friendly little poker game” - and everyone wants in on the action.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Denmark Beyond Copenhagen - Using Copenhagen as a springboard, we’ll visit the very best of Denmark. Visit Aarhus’ ancient bog man, Roskilde’s Viking ship museum, and an island with half-timbered cottages, ships in bottles, and cobbled alleyways reminiscent of the world of Hans Christian Andersen.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Istanbul - Where Europe comes face to face with Asia, we’ll explore the fascinating, multilayered city of Istanbul. We’ll lose our way in the Grand Bazaar and munch our way through the famously fragrant Spice Market.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Nothing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet's collection.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Eye for an Eye

A Bird In The Hand - A birdwatcher is called to court for using his binoculars to spy on a neighbor.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG

The One Who Got Away - Chegwidden calls in Mac and Turner to assign the case of Sgt. Christopher Ambrose, a Force Recon Marine who has been charged with dereliction of duty. During a search and destroy mission in Iraq, the six men in his unit were to set up a fiber-optic cable connecting Iraqi armored positions to command and control in Baghdad.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG

Touchdown - Harm teams up with co-pilot Beth O’Neil for a daring nighttime mission into Libya to rescue a CIA agent, Saed Labdouni, whose cover has been blown. In a tight landing, he and Beth barely make it into Libya unscathed. But, just as they do - and are about to be detected by Libyan soldiers -- they realize that they are not simply picking up Labdouni, but seven relatives, including his three small children.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Van Gogh’s Van Goghs

Based on the acclaimed Van Gogh exhibit at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers

Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Nothing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.
10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Movie Night

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Inside MMA
Bellator lightweight champion Eddie Alvarez and his next opponent, Michael Chandler, talk about their upcoming fight with hosts Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten. Jeff Monson joins the panel weeks before he takes on MMA legend Fedor Emelianenko in Russia. Ron Kruck reports on the building of Quinton “Rampage” Jackson’s new gym.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
The Super
I’m Gonna Go With Filthy - Landmark is hired to take over a building that has been under fire from the city for being out of code and unsafe. The building inspector gives Landmark just three days to do the work or the city will close the building and evict all of the tenants. Meanwhile, the Super decides to help a woman who is struggling to make ends meet. The Super does everything he can to get her and her family into a house, until he stumbles on some information that turns her whole story upside down.

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
The Super
A Dog Is Always Gonna Be a Dog - When squatters and a crazy neighbor are threatening to cost a woman her home, she turns to the Super for help. Can he get nine people out of her basement, calm down her irate neighbor, and do it all without losing a tenant?

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Movie Night

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...
Daytona Beach Bike Week - Over 600,000 motorcyclists invade this beach city for one very entertaining event.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents
Sexiest Bodies - Unrated - Girls Gone Wild® travels coast to coast looking for the hottest girls in America. Get ready to see the sexiest bodies they’ve ever caught on camera.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations
A Year in Review - In 2004, Bikini Destinations explored far-flung locales from the glacier mountains of Alaska to the sun-swept beaches of Bora Bora and everywhere in between. Join some of the most beautiful women in the world, as they revisit 12 of the most exotic places on the planet for The Best of Bikini Destinations: A Year in Review.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy
Boston - Zane Lamprey visits Bean Town. He tries beer that’s brewed with fruit, drinks mead, and has a beer where everybody knows your name.

Tuesday November 8, 2011

6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT
Unmasking the Pagan Christ

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers
Someone Single, Someone Blue - If Diane isn’t married within twenty-four hours, her upper-crust mom will lose her inheritance. Terrified of tumbling from riches to rags, Mrs. Chambers visits Cheers and urges her daughter to tie the knot temporarily with Sam.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers
Show Down (Part I) - Sam is chagrined when his brother captivates everyone at Cheers, especially Diane, whose budding romance with the dashing Derek sparks Sam’s jealousy and confusion.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe
Iran: Tehran and Side Trips - Visiting Tehran, Shiraz, Persepolis, and a small village, we’ll get a rare present-day look at some of civilization’s most important historical sites, and a sense of Iran’s 21st-century culture.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe
Iran: Historic Capitals - In this episode, Rick Steves explores three historic capitals of Iran: Persepolis, with its splendid monuments; Shiraz, with the tombs of Iran’s most beloved poets; and Esfahan, with its extraordinary mosques and endearing people.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Nothing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Eye for an Eye
Who Pimped My Ride - The ethics of a nursemaid is in question when her patients leave her a car and is sued by his grandson.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG
Back in the Saddle - Much to the surprise of everyone at JAG Ops, Commander Carolyn Imes - who had returned to help out with casework since Harm’s abrupt departure - is taken into custody for fraudulent appointment. Chegwidden has discovered that she was not a member of the Michigan Bar as she claimed... or any bar for that matter.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG
Close Quarters - Back at JAG, Harm is quickly overloaded with a slew of cases that must be re-evaluated because of the Imes debacle. Then, complicating his workload and cutting more into his time, Harm becomes ensnared in the case of a one-arm, 80-year-old Navy veteran.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Unmasking the Pagan Christ

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Nothing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

1:15 PM ET / 10:15 AM PT
Nickelback - Live at Sturgis
Join Nickelback as they take the stage in front of 40,000 screaming fans at the world-famous Sturgis Rockin’ the Rally show. This definitive concert performance presents the band pounding out 12 hard rocking fan favorites from their multi-million selling albums Silver Side Up, The Long Road, and All the Right Reasons.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!
Cabrera - Cara and the Get Out! girls head to the Dominican Republic and check into a super-luxe villa and then Cara and her friend Leilani tour the sun drenched beaches on horseback.

For more information, please visit www.hd.net.
3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights
In This Corner - Featuring Alistair Overeem - An in-depth analysis of Alistair Overeem’s 3-year domination over the world of MMA and K-1 kickboxing.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
HDNet World Report
Fukushima Syndrome: The Stark Cost of Japan’s Nuclear Embrace; Cuba for Sale: A Housing-Market Boom in the Making - Decades ago, despite its grim history with the atom bomb, Japan bought into a promising nuclear-energy future. More than 50 reactors later, the nuclear present in Japan is a nightmare, brought on by the meltdowns at the Fukushima nuclear power plant earlier this year. Then, since the Cuban revolution, buying and selling real estate in Cuba has been illegal. That is about to change. And Americans might be able to get in on the action.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Paul Merton: In India
Chennai and Mumbai - At last, Paul arrives in Chennai and heads to the beach to relax. He swiftly discovers that relaxing is the last thing Indians do on a beach.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
Paul Merton: In India
Paul is in Hyderabad, in the centre of India where the ‘North meets the South’.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!
Lahaina, Hawaii - Unrated - Cherie takes a high-speed Zodiac tour in search of humpback whales, then the girls dress up for some nighttime cocktails and a little hula dancing.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Deadline! Unrated
Holy $&@! 250 Episodes! - Deadline! celebrates 250 episodes with a look back at all the boozey and booby fun.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...
The 2011 AMP TV Gold Awards - Unrated - The award show that recognizes professionals in the field of boozing and good times.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents
Wildest Spring Break Moments - Unrated - No one does Spring Break like Girls Gone Wild—Æ and this time, you’re invited! Get ready to experience the hottest beaches, craziest clubs and America’s hottest co-eds getting naked and going wild at the party of the year.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations
Buzios - Nicknamed the South American Saint-Tropez, Buzios is renowned as a playground for the young, rich and beautiful. Our Bikini Destinations models blend right into the backdrop of Rio’s premier coastal resort as they party on a boat cruise, discover its famous Blue Caves, explore Brazil’s most beautiful white sand beaches on horseback and bust a move, Brazilian-style.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy
Chicago - Zane Lamprey visits the Windy City. He drinks Goose Island beer at a Cubs game, drinks Malort at one of Al Capone’s favorite hangouts, and tries a Prohibition era cocktail in a former speakeasy.

Wednesday November  9, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT
The Cyborg Revolution
Cyborg technology allows the brain and the nervous system to be directly connected to devices attached to the body. Once a dream of science fiction, this revolutionary technology is now becoming a reality.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers
Show Down (Part II) - Sam and Diane are forced to come to grips with their feelings about each other when Diane’s relationship with Sam’s brother grows more serious.
Cyborg technology allows the brain and the nervous system to be directly connected to devices attached to the body. Once a dream of science fiction, this revolutionary technology is now becoming a reality.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Jewel Live at the Rialto Theatre
Jewel performs at the historic Rialto Theatre with an ethereal backdrop and, at times, is accompanied by a chamber orchestra. Songs include "Anything Goes," "Foolish Games," and "Somewhere Over the Rainbow." This unique performance by Jewel is one that is not to be missed.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!
Kite Beach - Cara and Leilani hit the famous kite surfing beaches of the Dominican Republic and get a lesson while Sabrina and Casey do super sultry beachside photo shoots.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers
Power Play - Sam and Diane resolve to launch their romance at last, despite the skepticism of the Cheers clan. Sam tries a surprising approach, when the sparks that fly turn from passion to anger.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Rick Stevens’ Europe
Dublin and Mystical Sidetrips - Dublin’s story is of feast and famine: from its 18th-century Golden Age to its 20th-century struggles for independence to its boomtime today. We explore the town’s foreboding castle, patriotic jail, and Trinity College with its illuminated Book of Kells—a bright light from the Dark Ages. At night we party in Temple Bar, awash with Celtic music and frothy pints of Guinness. We sidetrip to the historic necropolis of Newgrange and the medieval monastery at Glendalough, tucked in the scenic Wicklow Mountains.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
South Ireland: Waterford to the Ring of Kerry - We find the story of Ireland strewn along its fascinating south coast: Waterford's much-loved crystal factory; the Kennedy family home-stead; the Dungourney famine ship; and Kinshale's star-shaped fortresses. After learning why locals don't kiss the Blarney Stone, we savor the scenic charms of the Emerald Isle-driving the Ring of Kerry.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Nothing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet's collection.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Eye for an Eye
Take the Ring and Run - A woman from the Big Easy isn’t taking life so easy when her former husband asks for his family heirloom back.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG
Posse Comitatus - In Yuma, Arizona, Barnard Cale, a rancher holed up in a barn on his property, is in a shoot-out stand-off with local police who want to take his land from him. Piloting a Super Cobra helicopter, marine Major Zach Tunney - thinking he can resolve the situation and rescue a female deputy who is trapped in the barn with Cale - enters airspace above the ranch and fires, killing Cale and injuring the deputy.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG
The Boast - A newspaper reporter publishes a story regarding Lance Corporal Pete Kelly "boasting" that he had killed an Iraqi prisoner in the back of the head in a POW camp. To make matters worse, a prisoner named Omar Billah actually was shot in the back of the head months ago at the compound where Kelly was stationed, and Billah’s murder was never resolved.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
The Cyborg Revolution
Cyborg technology allows the brain and the nervous system to be directly connected to devices attached to the body. Once a dream of science fiction, this revolutionary technology is now becoming a reality.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights
DREAM 17 - Shinya Aoki meets Rob McCullough. Plus, Gerald Harris takes on Kazuhiro Nakamura and Yan Cabral faces Kazushi Sakuraba.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Cheers
Show Down (Part II) - Sam and Diane are forced to come to grips with their feelings about each other when Diane’s relationship with Sam’s brother grows more serious.

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Cheers
Power Play - Sam and Diane resolve to launch their romance at last, despite the skepticism of the Cheers clan. Sam tries a surprising approach, when the sparks that fly turn from passion to anger.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG
Posse Comitatus - In Yuma, Arizona, Barnard Cale, a rancher holed up in a barn on his property, is in a shoot-out stand-off with local police who want to take his land from him. Piloting a Super Cobra helicopter, marine Major Zach Tunney - thinking he can resolve the situation and rescue a female deputy who is trapped in the barn with Cale - enters airspace above the ranch and fires, killing Cale and injuring the deputy.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG
The Boast - A newspaper reporter publishes a story regarding Lance Corporal Pete Kelly "boasting" that he had killed an Iraqi prisoner in the back of the head in a POW camp. To make matters worse, a prisoner named Omar Billah actually was shot in the back of the head months ago at the compound where Kelly was stationed, and Billah’s murderer was never resolved.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
CelebriDate
Premiere
Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
Premiere
Lesbians on Acid - The fire marshal is visiting the set and promises to shut the show down mid-broadcast if he finds any violations. Unfortunately, a plate of acid-laced brownies are doing the rounds and most of the cast and crew are tripping live on air.

9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
Movie Night
Premiere
Malcolm X - Biography of the controversial black activist following his life from his days as a street hustler, to his role as a leader for black liberation, up until his assassination in 1965. Based on the book The Autobiography of Malcolm X as told to Alex Haley. Starring Denzel Washington, Angela Bassett, and Albert Hall. Directed by Spike Lee. (1992 - PG-13)

1:05 AM ET / 10:05 PM PT
JAG
Power Play - Sam and Diane resolve to launch their romance at last, despite the skepticism of the Cheers clan. Sam tries a surprising approach, when the sparks that fly turn from passion to anger.

All times Eastern/Pacific - All schedules subject to change - Visit www.hd.net for the latest information and updates
1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy
Tampa Bay - Zane visits Tampa, Florida, where he visits Cigar City Brewing, stops by the first Hooters location for an “Orange Shorts Margarita” and Steve McKenna’s special take on the “orange shorts” part, samples the “Bloody Gazpacho” at Columbia Restaurant Ybor City, and sips on a “Blue Blazer” at Mandarin Hide.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
CelebriDate
Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His date turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank
Lesbians on Acid - The fire marshal is visiting the set and promises to shut down mid-broadcast if he finds any violations. Unfortunately, a plate of acid-laced brownies are doing the rounds and most of the cast and crew are tripping live on air.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT
Get Out!
Kaanapali, Hawaii - Unrated - Brooke and Kate tear it up wakeboarding off the coast, then Kate goes off to a photo shoot. And Lana and the gang chill at the villa with some Amy Lynn directed Yoga.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT
Deadline! Unrated
Blowing Glass and Shakin’ Ass - Katie Daryl blows glass and creates a pipe! The L.A. Everything About Sex Show and a van turned tank is also featured.

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT
Art Mann Presents...

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents
Best of HGIA - Unrated - When Girls Gone Wild® launched an all-out search for the cutest, sexiest college girl in the country, thousands of co-eds from coast to coast proved they were willing to do anything to win the title of “The Hottest Girl in America.” Now see the hottest, wildest action caught on camera as Girls Gone Wild® presents “Best of Hottest Girl in America.”

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT
Bikini Destinations
Puerto Vallarta - A dichotomy of cultural paintages, Puerto Vallarta is situated in the heart of a geographically diverse playground of mountains, ocean and tropical rainforest. Add a few of the most beautiful women in the world into the mix and you’ve got the makings of a truly unique South of the Border experience as the models of Bikini Destinations and Hawaiian Tropic team up on an unforgettable eco-tour in Mexico.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy
Milwaukee - Zane Lamprey visits Brew City. He takes the beer challenge, visits a refuge for spies and sets the record for the most scorpions consumed in a night.

Thursday November 10, 2011
6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT
Legacy of Generations - Pottery
Program exploring the culture and creations of Pueblo Indian women potters.

6:30 AM ET / 3:30 AM PT
Woven by the Grandmothers
Documentary revealing the traditions and artistry of Navajo weavers.

7:00 AM ET / 4:00 AM PT
Cheers
LI Sister Don’t Cha - While Carla is in labor at the hospital, her seemingly demure sister Annette steps in at Cheers and quietly hits on every male in sight, including the naive Cliff.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT
Cheers
Personal Business - Carla complains that Diane is getting preferential treatment as the bosses’ girlfriend, and the intellectual barmaid decides the time has come to seek a new, mentally stimulating challenge.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe
The Best of West Ireland: Dingle, Galway, and the Aran Islands - Ireland in the extreme is best experienced on its west coast in Gaeltachts, where the people speak Gaelic and the rugged villages have changed little over the generations. After exploring the rugged and remote Aran Islands, we settle into Galway, dance in a castle at a medieval folk banquet and delve into Ireland in the extreme: Dingle Peninsula. Ringing with traditional music from its rustic pubs, dotted with prehistoric “fairy forts,” if you’ll fall in love with Ireland, chances are it’ll be right here.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe
Germany’s Romantic Rhine and Rothenburg - Cruising the Rhine River, we dodge riverboat traffic and the legendary siren, Lorelei. After climbing castles and descending into dungeons, we relax with Rhine wine. We tour Burg Eltz-a lived-in castle where the noble lady still puts out fresh flowers. Then we enter the walled town of Rothenburg for Germany’s best wood carving, a vivid dose of medieval punishment, and a tour with the night watchman of the town’s lamp-lit ramparts.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Nothing But Trailers: See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Eye for an Eye
Not a Niece Thing to Do - A man is in court when his new wife finds he got a lap dance on his honeymoon from her niece.

10:00 AM ET / 7:00 AM PT
JAG
Pulse Rate - Seaman Cal Duncan is electrocuted on the USS Gillcrist during a routine repair to the ship’s radar array, and Harm and Mac go aboard to determine if a crew member committed a fatal dereliction of duty. On the ship, they question Duncan’s co-worker, Petty Officer Gina Demato as well as Petty Officers Todd Atwood and Anna Farrier, who were in the Combat Information Center when the accident occurred.

11:00 AM ET / 8:00 AM PT
JAG
A Merry Little Christmas - As the date approaches for his hearing to become 15-year-old Mattie’s guardian, Harm prepares her for the upcoming procedures, including a visit from a guardian ad-litem, Donna Le Moyne, who will look into Harm’s suitability as a “father.” Donna asks Harm about arrangements he has made for Mattie to move in, her schooling and his work. While Donna is impressed with Harm’s dedication to Mattie and his frank honesty, he clearly still has many details to work out.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT
Legacy of Generations - Pottery
Program exploring the culture and creations of Pueblo Indian women potters.

12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Woven by the Grandmothers
Documentary revealing the traditions and artistry of Navajo weavers.
1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
Nothing But Trailers
Sometimes the best part of the movie is the preview! So HDNet presents a half hour of Nothing But Trailers. See the best trailers, old and new in HDNet’s collection.

1:30 PM ET / 10:30 AM PT
Jack Johnson En Concert
Through weathering the stormy nights in Newquay to surfing on a river in Germany, to playing the packed house in London’s Hyde Park, this film takes you on a trip and captures the connection between an audience and an artist on an international stage. This is more than a compilation of performances, it is an intimate look at Jack Johnson, his life on the road, and the unique dialogue he has with his fans.

3:00 PM ET / 12:00 PM PT
Get Out!
Rio San Juan - The Get Out! girls chill at an ocean front villa, hit an ATV adventure on the beach, and head out for sunset photo shoots.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT
HDNet Fights
It’s Showtime 2011: Fast & Furious 70kg MAX Tournament - The world’s best 70kg kickboxers compete in an 8-man, one-night tournament. Featuring Artur Kyshenko, Gago Drago, and Andy Souwer.

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Cheers
Lil Sister Don’t Cha - While Carla is in labor at the hospital, her seemingly demure sister Annette steps in at Cheers and quietly hits on every male in sight, including the naive Cliff.

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Cheers
Personal Business - Carla complains that Diane is getting preferential treatment as the boss’ girlfriend, and the intellectual barmaid decides the time has come to seek a new, mentally stimulating challenge.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
JAG
Pulse Rate - Seaman Cal Duncan is electrocuted on the USS Gillcrist during a routine repair to the ship’s radar array, and Harm and Mac go aboard to determine if a crew member committed a fatal dereliction of duty. On the ship, they question Duncan’s co-worker, Petty Officer Gina Demato as well as Petty Officers Todd Atwood and Anna Farrier, who were in the Combat Information Center when the accident occurred.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
JAG
A Merry Little Christmas - As the data approaches for his hearing to become 15-year-old Mattie’s guardian, Harm prepares her for the upcoming procedures, including a visit from a guardian ad-litem, Donna Lettovoye, who will look into Harm’s suitability as a “father.” Donna asks Harm about arrangements he has made for Mattie to move in, her schooling and her work. While Donna is impressed with Harm’s dedication to Mattie and his frank honesty, he clearly still has many details to work out.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter
This week’s episode is going to be epic! Just days after Kim Kardashian filed for divorce, her mom, Kris Jenner, sits down with Rob and tells him what the family thinks, and if you can expect to see the divorce story on E! If that isn’t enough, reality sensation Snookie from MTV’s The Jersey Shore is here, plus Daya Vaidya from CBS’s Unforgettable, Linda Evans, and Jackie Collins.

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy
Tampa Bay - Zane visits Tampa, Florida, where he visits Cigar City Brewing, stops by the first Hooters location for an “Orange Shirts Margarita” and Steve McKenna’s special take on the “orange short’s” part, samples the “Bloody Gazpacho” at Columbia Restaurant Ybor City, and sips on a “Blue Blazer” at Mandarin Hide.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
The Super
I’m Gonna Go With Filthy - Landmark is hired to take over a building that has been under fire from the city for being out of code and unsafe. The building inspector gives Landmark just three days to do the work or the city will close the building and evict all of the tenants. Meanwhile, the Super decides to help a woman who is struggling to make ends meet. The Super does everything he can to get her and her family into a house, until he stumbles on some information that turns her whole story upside down.

9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
CelebriDate
Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Get Out! Canada
Bowmanville, Ontario - The girls try their skills driving Shelby Cobras at Mosport Raceway, while Shanna works her paces at a sexy shoot.

10:30 PM ET / 7:30 PM PT
Get Out!
Teenagers - The fire marshal is visiting the set and promises to shut the show down mid-broadcast if he finds any violations. Unfortunately, a plate of acid-laced brownies are doing the rounds and most of the cast and crew are tripping live on air.

11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...
Indianapolis Parking Lot Party - Boozing and colorful parking lot fun in the Hoosier State.

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT
CelebriDate
Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT
Deadline! Unrated
Burning Man Decompression - Katie Daryl hits L.A.’s Burning Man Decompression party, visiting Hug Delis and dancing with scantily clad free spirits.

12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT
Get Out!
San Juan, Ibiza - Cherie takes a horseback ride through the island trails while Lana gets down and sexy with her sexy photo shoot on the rocks.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT
Girls Gone Wild® Presents
Top 10 Hottest Bodies - Girls Gone Wild® turns up the heat with a look at ten of the sexiest bodies you’ve ever seen. Whether you like them tight and toned, or soft and curvy, you’ll find what you’re looking for as the Hottest Girls in America strip down to show off their hot, hot bodies!

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT
Art Mann Presents...
Indianapolis Parking Lot Party - Unrated - Boozing and colorful parking lot fun in the Hoosier State.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT
The Ferris Wheel
Bangkok - Kate and Jeremy disagree on Bangkok’s charms and Jeremy’s relations with transvestites.

All times Eastern/Pacific - All schedules subject to change - Visit www.hd.net for the latest information and updates
“Mad” King Ludwig. After hiking up to a desolate ruined castle, we soar even higher in Oberammergau—the Shirley Temple of Bavarian villages; and tour the fairy-tale castles of Munich and the Foothills of the Alps...while office workers surf in the Indian Ocean.

In Munich, where locals specialize in good living, we visit boisterous markets and go for Baroque palaces...while office workers surf in the Indian Ocean.

Top 10 Hottest Bodies - Girls Gone Wild® turns up the heat with a look at ten of the sexiest bodies you’ve ever seen. Whether you like them tight and toned, or soft and curvy, you’ll find what you’re looking for as the Hottest Girls in America strip down to show off their hot, hot bodies!

Diane's ex-fiancé, Professor Sumner, shows up at Cheers miserable and Sumner's Return

Girls Gone Wild® turns up the heat with a look at ten of the sexiest bodies you’ve ever seen. Whether you like them tight and toned, or soft and curvy, you’ll find what you’re looking for as the Hottest Girls in America strip down to show off their hot, hot bodies!

Top 10 Hottest Bodies - Girls Gone Wild® turns up the heat with a look at ten of the sexiest bodies you’ve ever seen. Whether you like them tight and toned, or soft and curvy, you’ll find what you’re looking for as the Hottest Girls in America strip down to show off their hot, hot bodies!

Indianapolis Parking Lot Party - Unrated - Boozing and colorful parking lot fun in the Hoosier State.

Bangkok - Kate and Jeremy disagree on Bangkok's charms and Jeremy's relations with transvestites.

St Louis - Zane Lamprey visits the Gateway to the West. He takes the vodka-challenge, indulges his sweet tooth with a hot chocolate martini and tries a signature beer cocktail.

Playing in Paradise “Bahamas" - Five beautiful models are your guides to the spectacular islands of the Bahamas. Take a submarine ride, explore old town Nassau, and take roulette lessons in the famed casino!

Bikini Destinations

St Louis - Zane Lamprey visits the Gateway to the West. He takes the vodka-challenge, indulges his sweet tooth with a hot chocolate martini and tries a signature beer cocktail.

Friday November 11, 2011

Leahy

Influenced by roots in pop, country, classical and Canadian music, the Leahy sound is defined by exceptional musicianship, electrifying step dancing and passionate performance. This concert, recorded in Gatineau, Quebec, features the group at their best, showcasing a diverse repertoire including fiery fiddling, rousing ragtime-style piano, Canadian step dancing, and the kind of pure harmonies only the voices of siblings can produce.

Homicidal Ham - Diane feels sympathetic towards an ex-con, Andy, who tries to get caught committing a crime to return to the easy life in prison.

Sumner's Return - Diane's ex-fiancé, Professor Sumner, shows up at Cheers miserable and believing she hates him for dumping her a year ago.

8:00 AM ET / 5:00 AM PT

Rick Steves’ Europe

Munich and the Foothills of the Alps - In Munich, where locals specialize in good living, we visit boisterous markets and go for Baroque palaces...while office workers surf in the Indian Ocean.

Get Out!

Abreu - Cara and her friends Sally and Leliani visit an all inclusive sexy “clothing optional” resort while Casey and Sabrina head inland for a jungle adventure down an icy river.

3:30 PM ET / 12:30 PM PT

HDNet Fights

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT

**Cheers**

_Homicidal Haro_ - Diane feels sympathetic towards an ex-con, Andy, who tries to get caught committing a crime to return to the easy life in prison.

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT

**Cheers**

_Sumner’s Return_ - Diane’s ex-fiancé, Professor Sumner, shows up at Cheers miserable and believing she hates him for dumping her a year ago.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT

**JAG**

_A Girl’s Best Friend_ - The diamond in Meredith’s engagement ring is knocked loose and - when she tries to have it fixed - an expert’s assessment forces her to tell A.J. It might be stolen. The diamond is absent an etched-in serial number required for all legally-obtained diamonds.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT

**JAG**

_Good Intentions_ - Navy Ensign De La Torre is found murdered on a fishing village dock frequented by drug dealers; her assailant immediately appears to be Petty Officer Luis Cumpiano, a reformed alcoholic who was coerced into a drinking binge with fellow officers at a dockside bar the night the ensign was killed. Having blacked out, he can’t remember any of the evening’s events. Yet a DNA match links him to the murder.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT

**The Super**

_I’m Gonna Go With Filthy_ - Landmark is hired to take over a building that has been under fire from the city for being out of code and unsafe. The building inspector gives Landmark just three days to do the work or the city will close the building and evict all of the tenants. Meanwhile, the Super decides to help a woman who is struggling to make ends meet. The Super does everything he can to get her and her family into a house, until he stumbles on some information that turns her whole story upside down.

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT

**The Super**

_A Dog Is Always Gonna Be a Dog_ - When squatters and a crazy neighbor are threatening to cost a woman her home, she turns to the Super for help. Can he get nine people out of her basement, calm down her irate neighbor, and do it all without losing a tenant?

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT

**Inside MMA**

_Bellator lightweight champion Eddie Alvarez and his next opponent, Michael Chandler, talk about their upcoming fight with hosts Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten. Jeff Monson joins the panel weeks before he takes on MMA legend Fedor Emelianenko in Russia. Ron Kruck reports on the building of Quinton “Rampage” Jackson’s new gym._

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT

**The Super**

_A Dog Is Always Gonna Be a Dog_ - When squatters and a crazy neighbor are threatening to cost a woman her home, she turns to the Super for help. Can he get nine people out of her basement, calm down her irate neighbor, and do it all without losing a tenant?

12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT

**Inside MMA**

_Bellator lightweight champion Eddie Alvarez and his next opponent, Michael Chandler, talk about their upcoming fight with hosts Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten. Jeff Monson joins the panel weeks before he takes on MMA legend Fedor Emelianenko in Russia. Ron Kruck reports on the building of Quinton “Rampage” Jackson’s new gym._

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT

**HDNet Fights**

_The Best of the Best_ - Superstars and legends. Controversies and carnage. Knockouts and nail-biters. Relive the most amazing MMA and K-1 fight action from the last three years on HDNet. Featuring Badr Hari, Minowaman, Shinya Aoki, Mike Zambidis, Marlon Sandro, Kid Yamamoto, and more!

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT

**The Super**

_I’m Gonna Go With Filthy_ - Landmark is hired to take over a building that has been under fire from the city for being out of code and unsafe. The building inspector gives Landmark just three days to do the work or the city will close the building and evict all of the tenants. Meanwhile, the Super decides to help a woman who is struggling to make ends meet. The Super does everything he can to get her and her family into a house, until he stumbles on some information that turns her whole story upside down.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT

**Inside MMA**

_Bellator lightweight champion Eddie Alvarez and his next opponent, Michael Chandler, talk about their upcoming fight with hosts Kenny Rice and Bas Rutten. Jeff Monson joins the panel weeks before he takes on MMA legend Fedor Emelianenko in Russia. Ron Kruck reports on the building of Quinton “Rampage” Jackson’s new gym._

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT

**HDNet Fights**

_The Best of the Best_ - Superstars and legends. Controversies and carnage. Knockouts and nail-biters. Relive the most amazing MMA and K-1 fight action from the last three years on HDNet. Featuring Badr Hari, Minowaman, Shinya Aoki, Mike Zambidis, Marlon Sandro, Kid Yamamoto, and more!
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6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT

_Smart Travels Pacific Rim_

_Queensland, Australia_ - Sun-washed beaches, chic beachside towns, cliffs and rainforests and one of the seven natural wonders of the world, The Great Barrier Reef. Queensland is the ultimate outdoor adventure. We begin north of Brisbane along the sunshine coast then fly north to Cairns, the gateway to the coral, multicolo red sea life and azure waters of the Great Barrier Reef.

6:30 AM ET / 3:30 AM PT

_Visions of England_

_In the South, highlight include Cheddar Gorge; Southampton, where the Titanic and Mayflower journeys began; and the chalk figures that can only be truly appreciated from an aerial vantage point._

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT

_Austin Stevens Adventures_

_Man-Eating Leopards_ - Austin travels to South Africa in search of leopards. Feared as man eaters, these deadly hunters are so elusive that few people ever even manage to spot one. But Austin is determined to find a mother and her cubs, and come home with a rare family portrait._
8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Copenhagen - Denmark’s capital is the most fun-loving in Scandinavia. As we get to know Copenhagen, we’ll discover reminders of its Viking history and see reflections today of its proudly independent ways.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Denmark Beyond Copenhagen - Using Copenhagen as a springboard, we’ll visit the very best of Denmark. Visit Aarhus’ ancient bog man, Roskilde’s Viking ship museum, and an island with half-timbered cottages, ships in bottles, and cobbled alleyways reminiscent of the world of Hans Christian Andersen.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT
Visions of England

In the South, highlight include Cheddar Gorge; Southampton, where the Titanic and Mayflower journeys began; and the chalk figures that can only be truly appreciated from an aerial vantage point.

10:30 AM ET / 7:30 AM PT
Austin Stevens Adventures

Man-Eating Leopards - Austin travels to South Africa in search of leopards. Feared as man-eaters, these deadly hunters are so elusive that few people ever even manage to spot one. But Austin is determined to find a mother and her cubs, and come home with a rare family portrait.

11:30 AM ET / 8:30 AM PT
HDNet World Report

Fukushima Syndrome: The Stark Cost of Japan’s Nuclear Embrace; Cuba for Sale: A Housing-Market Boom in the Making - Decades ago, despite its grim history with the atom bomb, Japan bought into a promising nuclear-energy future. More than 50 reactors later, the nuclear present in Japan is a nightmare, brought on by the meltdowns at the Fukushima nuclear power plant earlier this year. Then, since the Cuban revolution, buying and selling real estate in Cuba has been illegal. That is about to change. And Americans might be able to get in on the action.

12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Tampa Bay - Zane visits Tampa, Florida, where he visits Cigar City Brewing, stops by the first Hooters location for an “Orange Shorts Margarita” and Steve McKenna’s special take on the “orange shorts” part, samples the “Bloody Gazpacho” at Columbia Restaurant Ybor City, and sips on a “Blue Blazer” at Mandarin Hide.

1:00 PM ET / 10:00 AM PT
College Football

2011 Monon Bell Classic - DePauw U. Tigers vs. Wabash College Little Giants - The 118th meeting between DePauw University and Wabash College in one of college football’s oldest rivalries, live from Blackstock Stadium in Greencastle, Indiana.

4:00 PM ET / 1:00 PM PT
The Super

I’m Gonna Go With Filthy - Landmark is hired to take over a building that has been under fire from the city for being out of code and unsafe. The building inspector gives Landmark just three days to do the work or the city will close the building and evict all of the tenants. Meanwhile, the Super decides to help a woman who is struggling to make ends meet. The Super does everything he can to get her and her family into a house, until he stumbles on some information that turns her whole story upside down.

4:30 PM ET / 1:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

5:00 PM ET / 2:00 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank

Lesbians on Acid - The fire marshal is visiting the set and promises to shut the show down mid-broadcast if he finds any violations. Unfortunately, a plate of acid-laced brownies are doing the rounds and most of the cast and crew are tripping live on air.

5:30 PM ET / 2:30 PM PT
Rick Steves’ Europe

Denmark Beyond Copenhagen - Using Copenhagen as a springboard, we’ll visit the very best of Denmark. Visit Aarhus’ ancient bog man, Roskilde’s Viking ship museum, and an island with half-timbered cottages, ships in bottles, and cobbled alleyways reminiscent of the world of Hans Christian Andersen.

6:00 PM ET / 3:00 PM PT
IMAX - Grand Canyon Adventure - River at Risk

Narrated by Academy Award®-winning filmmaker, actor, and noted environmentalist Robert Redford. Follow the great Colorado River as it reveals the most pressing environmental story of our time - the world’s growing shortage of fresh water.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
Paul Merton: In India

Chennai and Mumbai - At last, Paul arrives in Chennai and heads to the beach to relax. He swiftly discovers that relaxing is the last thing Indians do on a beach.

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

This week’s episode is going to be epic! Just days after Kim Kardashian filed for divorce, her mom, Kris Jenner, sits down with Rob and tells him what the family thinks, and if you can expect to see the divorce story on E! If that isn’t enough, reality sensation Snookie from MTV’s The Jersey Shore is here, plus Daya Vaidya from CBS’s Unforgettable, Linda Evans, and Jackie Collins.

8:30 PM ET / 5:30 PM PT
Drinking Made Easy

Tampa Bay - Zane visits Tampa, Florida, where he visits Cigar City Brewing, stops by the first Hooters location for an “Orange Shorts Margarita” and Steve McKenna’s special take on the “orange shorts” part, samples the “Bloody Gazpacho” at Columbia Restaurant Ybor City, and sips on a “Blue Blazer” at Mandarin Hide.

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
The Super

I’m Gonna Go With Filthy - Landmark is hired to take over a building that has been under fire from the city for being out of code and unsafe. The building inspector gives Landmark just three days to do the work or the city will close the building and evict all of the tenants. Meanwhile, the Super decides to help a woman who is struggling to make ends meet. The Super does everything he can to get her and her family into a house, until he stumbles on some information that turns her whole story upside down.

9:30 PM ET / 6:30 PM PT
CelebriDate

Sanjaya Malakar - Sanjaya Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel turns the table on him when she teaches him how to work the catwalk!

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Goodnight Burbank

Lesbians on Acid - The fire marshal is visiting the set and promises to shut the show down mid-broadcast if he finds any violations. Unfortunately, a plate of acid-laced brownies are doing the rounds and most of the cast and crew are tripping live on air.

10:30 PM ET / 7:30 PM PT
Get Out! Canada

Bowmanville, Ontario - The girls try their skills driving Shelby Cobras at Mosport Raceway, while Shanna works her paces at a sexy shoot.
11:00 PM ET / 8:00 PM PT  
Art Mann Presents...  
Indianapolis Parking Lot Party - Booing and colorful parking lot fun in the Hoosier State.

11:30 PM ET / 8:30 PM PT  
CelebriDate  
Sanjay Malakar - Sanjay Malakar meets his ladies at the Gibson Guitar Center in Beverly Hills, where he introduces his first date to some of his vocal warm-up methods. His datel

12:00 AM ET / 9:00 PM PT  
Deadline! Unrated  
Burning Man Decompression - Katie Daryl hits L.A.'s Burning Man Decompression party, visiting Hug Delis and dancing with scantily clad free spirits.

12:30 AM ET / 9:30 PM PT  
Get Out!  
San Joan, Ibiza - Cherie takes a horseback ride through the island trails while Lana gets down and sexy with her sexy photo shoot on the rocks.

1:00 AM ET / 10:00 PM PT  
Girls Gone Wild® Presents  
Top 10 Hottest Bodies - Girls Gone Wild® turns up the heat with a look at ten of the sexiest bodies you've ever seen. Whether you like them tight and toned, or soft and curvy, you'll find what you're looking for as the Hottest Girls in America strip down to show off their hot, hot bodies!

1:30 AM ET / 10:30 PM PT  
Art Mann Presents...  
Indianapolis Parking Lot Party - Unrated - Booing and colorful parking lot fun in the Hoosier State.

2:00 AM ET / 11:00 PM PT  
The Ferris Wheel  
Bangkok - Kate and Jeremy disagree on Bangkok's charms and Jeremy's relations with transvestites.

2:30 AM ET / 11:30 PM PT  
Deadline! Unrated  
Burning Man Decompression - Katie Daryl hits L.A.'s Burning Man Decompression party, visiting Hug Delis and dancing with scantily clad free spirits.

3:00 AM ET / 12:00 AM PT  
Get Out!  
San Joan, Ibiza - Cherie takes a horseback ride through the island trails while Lana gets down and sexy with her sexy photo shoot on the rocks.

3:30 AM ET / 12:30 AM PT  
Girls Gone Wild® Presents  
Top 10 Hottest Bodies - Girls Gone Wild® turns up the heat with a look at ten of the sexiest bodies you've ever seen. Whether you like them tight and toned, or soft and curvy, you'll find what you're looking for as the Hottest Girls in America strip down to show off their hot, hot bodies!

4:00 AM ET / 1:00 AM PT  
Art Mann Presents...  
Indianapolis Parking Lot Party - Unrated - Booing and colorful parking lot fun in the Hoosier State.

4:30 AM ET / 1:30 AM PT  
The Ferris Wheel  
Bangkok - Kate and Jeremy disagree on Bangkok's charms and Jeremy's relations with transvestites.

5:00 AM ET / 2:00 AM PT  
Bikini Destinations  
Playing in Paradise “Bahamas” - Five beautiful models are your guides to the spectacular islands of the Bahamas. Take a submarine ride, explore old town Nassau, and take roulette lessons in the famed casino!

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT  
Drinking Made Easy  
Kansas City - Zane Lamprey visits the Paris of the Plains. He tries edible cocktails, meets the creator of the Bergin Matt and squares off in a Kansas City BBQ eating challenge.

Sunday November 13, 2011

6:00 AM ET / 3:00 AM PT  
Smart Travels Pacific Rim  
New Zealand's South Island - The South Island of New Zealand weaves Kiwi culture with scenic splendor. The vast vineyards of Marlborough helped bring this country's wines to the world stage. At a local artists' colony, Rudy gets a crash course in Maori bone carving. In Queenstown Rudy braces white-water rapids on river boards and rides a hot air balloon.

6:30 AM ET / 3:30 AM PT  
Ultra Eye  
Miami - Discover the art-deco city that has come of age. Meet renowned designer Barbara Hulanicki of the Kent and the Marlin, and discover one of the world's most valuable wine collections at the Forge Restaurant.

7:30 AM ET / 4:30 AM PT  
Baltic Coasts  
Hanseatic Heritage - Luebeck, the Queen of the Hanse, is without doubt the most beautiful city along the German coast. The view from above reveals the island shape of the old town, which is marked by Gothic gables.

8:30 AM ET / 5:30 AM PT  
Rick Steves’ Europe  
Istanbul - Where Europe comes face to face with Asia, we'll explore the fascinating, multilayered city of Istanbul. We'll lose our way in the Grand Bazaar and munch our way through the famously fragrant Spice Market.

9:00 AM ET / 6:00 AM PT  
Rick Steves’ Europe  
Iran: Tehran and Side Trips - Visiting Tehran, Shiraz, Persepolis, and a small village, we'll get a rare present-day look at of some of civilization's most important historical sites, and a sense of Iran's 21st-century culture.

9:30 AM ET / 6:30 AM PT  
Ultra Eye  
Miami - Discover the art-deco city that has come of age. Meet renowned designer Barbara Hulanicki of the Kent and the Marlin, and discover one of the world's most valuable wine collections at the Forge Restaurant.

10:30 AM ET / 7:30 AM PT  
Baltic Coasts  
Hanseatic Heritage - Luebeck, the Queen of the Hanse, is without doubt the most beautiful city along the German coast. The view from above reveals the island shape of the old town, which is marked by Gothic gables.

11:30 AM ET / 8:30 AM PT  
Rick Steves’ Europe  
Istanbul - Where Europe comes face to face with Asia, we'll explore the fascinating, multilayered city of Istanbul. We'll lose our way in the Grand Bazaar and munch our way through the famously fragrant Spice Market.

12:00 PM ET / 9:00 AM PT  
Rick Steves’ Europe  
Iran: Tehran and Side Trips - Visiting Tehran, Shiraz, Persepolis, and a small village, we'll get a rare present-day look at of some of civilization's most important historical sites, and a sense of Iran's 21st-century culture.
12:30 PM ET / 9:30 AM PT
Paul Merton: In India

Chennai and Mumbai - At last, Paul arrives in Chennai and heads to the beach to relax. He swiftly discovers that relaxing is the last thing Indians do on a beach.

1:30 PM ET / 10:30 AM PT
Naughty But Nice with Rob Shuter

This week’s episode is going to be epic! Just days after Kim Kardashian filed for divorce, her mom, Kris Jenner, sits down with Rob and tells him what the family thinks, and if you can expect to see the divorce story on E! If that isn’t enough, reality sensation Snooki from CBS’s Unforgettable, Linda Evans, and Jackie Collins.

2:00 PM ET / 11:00 AM PT
Daryl Hall & John Oates - Live at the Troubadour

Thirty-five years since they last performed there, Daryl Hall and John Oates returned to the Troubadour to find the venerable Los Angeles club nearly unchanged. The same can’t be said, however, for the best-selling duo in rock history, who were merely an opening act on their previous visit. During their two sold-out performances, Hall and Oates delighted fans with a seemingly endless barrage of unforgettable hits, all of which are included in this concert.

4:10 PM ET / 1:10 PM PT
Queen + Paul Rodgers - Super Live In Japan Highlights

This concert features the best of the 2nd night at Saitama Arena on October 27th, 2005. After a globetrotting tour across Europe and North America from March 2005, Queen and vocalist Paul Rodgers were on top of their game in Japan, putting on a magnificent show.

5:20 PM ET / 2:20 PM PT
David Gilmour - Remember That Night - Live at the Royal Albert Hall

David Gilmour, the voice and guitar of Pink Floyd, performs live at the Royal Albert Hall. Along with songs from On An Island being performed to rapturous applause, David Gilmour’s distinctive vocals and guitar solos bring the older Pink Floyd classics alive as if they are being performed for the first time.

7:00 PM ET / 4:00 PM PT
Crosby-Nash: In Concert

A ground breaking live concert event from Rock & Roll Hall of Famers, David Crosby and Graham Nash, on their “Another Stoney Evening” tour.

Premiere

8:00 PM ET / 5:00 PM PT
Lynyrd Skynyrd

With a backbone of Southern rock and country, passionate Van Zandt vocals, and trademark layered guitars, Lynyrd Skynyrd deliver renditions of their iconic classics “Sweet Home Alabama,” “Gimme Three Steps,” “That Smell,” and “Simple Man” that will blow you away.

Premiere

9:00 PM ET / 6:00 PM PT
John Fogerty Part Two

The second half of this two-part show continues as John Fogerty delivers the timeless essence of his music with “River Is Waiting” and “Gunslinger,” with classics “Green River,” “Centerfield,” “Down on the Corner” and the show-closer “Fortunate Son,” resulting in an unbelievable performance you will not want to miss!

10:00 PM ET / 7:00 PM PT
Robert Plant and the Band of Joy

Robert Plant ploughs his way through a tight and seamless set spanning the last three decades of his career, before finally rewarding his steely following with a raw but nevertheless on-the-money version of “Gallows Pole”, which leaves the crowd chanting for more.

11:10 PM ET / 8:10 PM PT
Kansas: There’s Know Place Like Home

Kansas delivers the must-see concert of the year, There’s Know Place Like Home. In addition to performing all the group’s classics, KANSAS is joined by the Washburn University Orchestra and former members Kerry Livgren and Steve Morse, appealing to new and old fans alike.

5:30 AM ET / 2:30 AM PT
HDNet Music Discovery

HDNet Music Discovery gives up-and-coming bands a chance to broadcast HD music videos in crystal clear true high definition and 5.1 Surround Sound on HDNet.